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The meeting began at 15:10 with opening remarks by Mr. Ranko KRIVOKAPIĆ, Co-chair of 

EU-Montenegro Stabilisation and Association Parliamentary Committee (SAPC). 

 

1. Adoption of the draft agenda 

The agenda was adopted without changes, as in the draft document. 

 

2. Adoption of the draft minutes of the 10th EU-Montenegro SAPC meeting 

The minutes were adopted without amendments, as in the draft document. 

 

3. State of Play of the Accession Negotiations and EU-Montenegro relations, in the 

presence of the representatives from the Government of Montenegro, the Presidency-in-

Office of the Council of the EU and the European Commission 

The debate commenced with remarks by Ranko KRIVOKAPIĆ, Speaker of the Parliament of 

Montenegro. The Speaker stated that the 10th SACP Meeting sought to engage its members 

further.  Montenegro has so far opened 18 chapters and considers itself to be halfway in 

fulfilling the criteria for EU membership.  The country seeks to maintain stable leadership 

while fulfilling the remaining EU obligations. The Speaker emphasized progress in the follow 

up of the joint recommendations from the preceding meeting, including organisation of a 

meeting of the European Integration Committee. 
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Co-chair Anneliese DODDS emphasized the significant progress Montenegro achieved in the 

accession negotiations and welcomed commitment of both MPs and civil society within the 

process. Conversely, she warned that key progress should be made within the Chapters 23 and 

24. Further action should be taken in implementation of legislative framework.  She 

mentioned tangible issues as freedom of media, women's rights, rights of LGBTI community 

and of persons with disabilities, rule of law, and fight against corruption.  

On the behalf of Montenegrin Government, Vice-president Duško MARKOVIĆ recalled that 

progress of Montenegro was recognised by an EP Resolution recently adopted. He noted the 

significance of introducing laws concerning rule of law, such as the legislation on prevention 

of corruption and the legislation on the Special Prosecutor’s Office.  Mr MARKOVIĆ 

emphasized positive results in the area of judicial reform achieved by reducing the backlog of 

pending cases. Mr MARKOVIĆ also noted the importance of media freedom and measurable 

results within rule of law as key pre-conditions for a functioning democracy.  

H.E. Imants LIEGIS, the ambassador of Latvia in Montenegro praised the progress of 

Montenegro noting that Latvia remained a supporter of EU enlargement. The Ambassador 

highlighted the concrete results in implementation of legislative framework, rule of law and 

fight against organised crime and corruption. The Ambassador added that existing support 

and strong commitment of all political parties to EU membership has  significant importance 

for the reforms, stressing that Montenegro should keep on track with activities especially with 

the timely implementation of the Action plans for the Chapters 23 and 24. 

Head of the EU Delegation to Montenegro Mitja DROBNIČ welcomed the opening chapters 

emphasizing that more than half of the opened chapters was clear indication of Montenegro's 

progress. He stated that significant legislative efforts were completed, stressing that proactive 

role of the Parliament of Montenegro in monitoring governmental work had great importance 

for the negotiation process. He also welcomed the initiative to include situation of persons 

with disabilities on the 10th SACP meeting Agenda. 

 

4. Follow up to recommendations adopted during the ninth SAPC meeting in Brussels  

Rapporteurs for the fourth topic were Mr Slaven RADUNOVIĆ (vice - chair of Montenegrin 

delegation) and Mr Milutin SIMOVIĆ (Montenegrin MP).  

The exchange of views was conducted among the following members: Mr Predrag 

BULATOVIĆ (Montenegrin MP), Ms Petra KAMMEREVERT (MEP), Mr Ranko 

KRIVOKAPIĆ (Montenegrin chair), Mr Jozo RADOŠ (MEP), Mr Koča PAVLOVIĆ 

(Montenegrin MP), Ms Terry REINTKE (MEP), Ms Anneliese DODDS, (EP chair) and Mr 

Darko PAJOVIĆ (Montenegrin MP). 

The debate in this part focused on new electoral legislation, including the electronic 

identification of voters, accountability of media and state administration reform.  
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5. Reforms and actions relevant for progress in negotiations on Chapters 23 and 24 

In his introductory statement the Minister of Justice Zoran PAŽIN emphasized that meeting 

benchmarks leaded to democratic progress and economic valuation of the society. 

Rapporteurs for this topic were: Mr Obrad Mišo STANIŠIĆ (Montenegrin MP), Mr Koča 

PAVLOVIĆ (Montenegrin MP) and Ms Terry REINTKE (MEP).  

The following members took part in the discussion: Ms Petra KAMMEREVERT (MEP), Mr 

Jozo RADOŠ (MEP), Mr Darko PAJOVIĆ (Montenegrin MP), Mr Miodrag VUKOVIĆ 

(Montenegrin MP), Mr Predrag BULATOVIĆ (Montenegrin MP), Mr Ranko KRIVOKAPIĆ 

(Montenegrin chair), Mr Slaven RADUNOVIĆ (Montenegrin vice-chair), Mr Duško 

MARKOVIĆ (Deputy Prime Minister) and Ms Nada DROBNJAK (Montenegrin MP). 

Key issues which prevailed in the discussions included the introduction of new legislation in 

accordance with the Action plans for Chapter 23 and 24. It was pointed out that results had 

been achieved through the measures implemented in the fight against corruption.  

The 1st session was adjourned on 8th April, at 19.00. 

 

* * * 

The second day of the meeting started on 9th April at 9.03, with Ms Anneliese DODDS in the 

chair.  

 

6. Situation of persons with disabilities in Montenegro and the EU disability strategy  

Rapporteurs for this topic were Mr Marek PLURA (MEP) and Ms Nada DROBNJAK 

(Montenegrin MP). 

Co-chair Anneliese DODDS welcomed Montenegrin ratification of the UN Convention on the 

Rights of Persons with Disabilities. Ms DODDS further stressed that Montenegro should 

consider additional efforts to ensure citizens’ rights are met – from appropriate adaptation of 

buildings to employment and social inclusion.  

The following members exchanged views: Ms Terry REINTKE (MEP), Ms Petra 

KAMMEREVERT (MEP), Mr Slaven RADUNOVIĆ (Montenegrin vice-chair), Mr Milutin 

SIMOVIĆ (Montenegrin MP) and Mr Ranko KRIVOKAPIĆ (Montenegrin chair). 

Members who took part in the discussion stressed a sensitive situation of persons with 

disabilities and agreed about a necessity for more effective engagement of various social 
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actors in order to ensure exercising the rights of persons with disabilities and their social 

inclusion. 

 

7. Social policy, employment and developments in economy 

Rapporteurs for this topic were: Mr Jozo RADOŠ (MEP), Mr Danko ŠARANČIĆ 

(Montenegrin MP) and Mr Mevludin NUHODŽIĆ (Montenegrin MP).  

The exchange of views was conducted among the following members: Mr Koča PAVLOVIĆ 

(Montenegrin MP), Ms Terry REINTKE (MEP), Ms Elena GENTILE (MEP), Mr Milutin 

SIMOVIĆ (Montenegrin MP), Mr Ranko KRIVOKAPIĆ (Montenegrin chair), Mr Obrad 

Mišo STANIŠIĆ (Montenegrin MP). 

Main issues discussed included improving employment rates, creating jobs, women’s rights 

and their political and economic position in society, regional differences and infrastructural 

projects such as Bar-Boljare highway. 

 

8. Adoption of recommendations 

After a discussion a compromise text was adopted. 

 

9. Any other business 

No one requested the floor. 

 

10. Date and place of the next SAPC meeting 

The date of the next meeting, which should take place in 2nd half of 2015 in Strasbourg, will 

be agreed in written by two co-chairs. 

 

The meeting ended on 9th April, at 12.35. 

 

*** 

 


